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Available online at www.sciencedirect.comThe bacterial flagellar motor (BFM) is a self-assembling rotary
nanomachine. It converts a flux of cations into the mechanical
rotation of long filaments that propel bacteria through viscous
media. The BFM contains a torque-generating ring that is
complete with molecular machinery known as the switch
complex that allows it to reverse directions. With four billion
years of optimization, the BFM probably offers the pinnacle of
sophisticated nanorotor design. Moreover as one of the best-
characterized large biomolecular complexes, it offers the
potential for convergence between nanotechnology and
biology, which requires an atomic level understanding of BFM
structure and function. This review focuses on current
molecular models of the reversible BFM and the strategies
used to derive them.
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Introduction
Architecture of the bacterial flagellar motor
The architecture of the BFM in Salmonella sp. has been
revealed in considerable detail with single particle elec-
tron microscopy (EM) [1,2]. The subcomplex that is
responsible for torque generation and motor reversal is
comprised of four proteins in the rotor component FliF,
FliG, FliM and FliN; and two proteins MotA and MotB in
the stator component. FliF alone forms a 26-fold ring
(MS-ring) of 24 nm diameter [2], whereas in an intact
BFM, the MS-ring crosses the inner membrane and forms
a 30 nm ring [1]. The MS-ring is one of the first sub-
structures to form and acts as a scaffold for the assembly of
the rest of the BFM [3,4,5]. Next in the assembly line is
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. www.sciencedirect.com the switch complex, which contains dozens of copies of
FliG, FliM and FliN. This assembles at the base of the
MS-ring where it forms a large bell-like ring of 45 nm
diameter known as the C-ring (Figure 1).
The MotAB stator complexes (PomAB in sodium depend-
ent motors) cross the cytosolic membrane to form the ion
channels that mediate an influx of protons or sodium ions,
providing the energy for torque generation. High-resol-
ution structures of periplasmic fragments of MotB [6,7] and
the architecture of an intact PomAB stator were recently
elucidated [8] (Figure 1). As stators readily dissociate from
non-rotating motors [4] these are not seen in EM micro-
graphs of isolated basal bodies. However advances in
electron cryotomography (ECT) have allowed the visual-
ization of intact BFM structures in situ [9,10]. Three recent
in situ ECT studies improved the resolution of 3D maps
obtained from the first in situ BFM images [11] and
corroborate the finding that the MotAB stators are posi-
tioned on the outside of the MS-ring, in contact with the
outer periphery of the C-ring [12,13,14] (Figure 1).
The switch complex
The switch complex is the rotor component responsible
for torque generation and motor reversal. FliG is the rotor
protein most directly involved in torque generation and
hence motor switching. Charged residues on or around a
single helix (torque helix) in the C-terminal domain
interact directly with at least two residues on the stator
protein MotA to generate torque [15–19]. And it is
thought that rotational switching is a result of a reorienta-
tion of this torque helix [20,21,22,23]. FliM and FliN
are situated in the C-ring [24] but the location of FliG
remains contentious. FliG appears to be present in BFMs
where the C-ring is removed [24,25] suggesting that FliG
lies on the cytoplasmic face of the MS-ring [25]. However,
a 3D EM reconstruction of a FliF–FliG fusion protein
ring revealed only a relatively small volume of additional
density over FliF alone on the outer periphery of the M-
ring [2], indicating that a large part of FliG might be
disordered in the absence of FliM and FliN and therefore
not visible in EM. Moreover, MotAB stators do not appear
to be in contact with the cytoplasmic face of the MS-ring,
but rather with the outer lobe of the C-ring (Figure 1)
suggesting that the FliG C-terminal domain is on the
outer lobe of the C-ring.
It is thought that a conformational change in FliG reori-
ents the torque helix and results in a switch from its
default counter clockwise (CCW) to a clockwise (CW)Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554
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Architecture of the bacterial flagellar motor. A 3D EM reconstruction of the CW-locked motor from Salmonella typhimurium (EMDB accession code:
1887) [1] is displayed, rendered in gray. A 3D EM reconstruction of the PomAB stator complex is shown in blue and positioned above the outer lobe of
the C-ring where it is seen in electron cryotomograms. Images of the PomAB stator are adapted from Yonekura et al., 2011 [8].rotational state in S. typhimurium and E. coli, which alters
the trajectory of swimming bacteria. FliM and FliN on
the contrary induce this conformational change in
response to an interaction with a phosphorylated chemo-
tactic protein known as CheY-P; the end point of a well-
studied sensory network that facilitates bacterial chemo-
taxis [26]. In addition, other novel control mechanisms
have been revealed, which were recently reviewed [27].
The BFM switch is highly cooperative with protomers
favoring being either all in a CW or CCW rotational state
[28,29] and has a very steep dependence on CheY-P
concentration with a calculated Hill coefficient of
10.3 [30]. Importantly however, in vivo FRET revealed
that CheY-P binding is much less cooperative (Hill coef-
ficient of 1.8) [31], indicating that BFM switching is not
tightly coupled to CheY-P binding. This suggests that the
cooperative machinery is intrinsically tied into the mol-
ecular arrangement of the switch complex.
The symmetry mismatch conundrum
The location of FliG in the outer lobe of density leads to
an unsolved conundrum; this lobe contains a 34-fold
rotational symmetry but several lines of evidence suggest
that there are 26 FliG molecules. BFMs comprised of a
FliF–FliG fusion protein are motile [25], indicating that
FliG and FliF, which forms a 26-fold ring [2] exist in a
1:1 stoichiometry. In addition, 26 equal substeps per cycle
are detected during rotation [32,33]. Combined, these
data suggest that there should be 26 copies of FliG to
match the 26-fold symmetry in the FliF MS-ring. Impor-
tantly however, there may not be a strict requirement for aCurrent Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554 particular FliG:FliF stoichiometry as C-rings of a range of
sizes with symmetries of 31–38 are observed without a
corresponding increase in MS-ring size [34]. This finding
is supported by a recent ECT study performed on BFMs
from many phylogenetically diverse bacteria. The study
demonstrates that while the MS-ring is remarkably con-
served in size and shape, C-ring diameters vary dramatic-
ally from 34 to 57 nm [35]. Thus although a 1:1
FliF:FliG stoichiometry is compatible with functional
motors in Salmonella, significantly different stoichi-
ometries are also likely to be possible.
Towards an atomic model of the FliG torque ring and
switch complex
At present, there are no atomic scale pictures of functional
BFM subcomplexes. Thus to build an atomic scale model
of a functional switch complex, it is necessary to unify the
plethora of biochemical and biophysical data collected
over the past few decades. This is similar to Watson and
Crick’s approach to the DNA structure and Pauling’s to
the alpha helix. However rather than relatively simple
purine or pyrimidine bases, the pieces of this puzzle come
from high-resolution protein structures, which are com-
plicated dynamic molecular machines in their own right.
In addition to the structures of FliG, FliM and FliN
fragments [36–38], three new puzzle pieces have recently
been reported. These are high-resolution structures of the
full-length FliG protein [20], the middle domain of
FliM bound to the middle domain of FliG (FliGm–
FliMm) [39] and a structure of a CW-locked fragment
of FliG [22] (Figure 2). All structures have providedwww.sciencedirect.com
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High-resolution X-ray structures of (a) full-length FliG from A. aeolicus, (b) FliG middle and C-terminal domain (FliGmc) from T. maritima, (c) a CW-
locked FliGmc from T. maritima and (d) the middle domain of FliG (FliGm) in complex with the middle domain of FliM (FliGm) from T. maritima.
Backbone traces are depicted in cartoon format with equivalent residues colored the same. Structures are shown with FliGm in the same orientation.
Structural motifs are labeled in (a) only.important additional clues to the atomic structures of the
FliG torque-ring and switch complex. These have
resulted in three apparently incompatible models of
the FliG ring, which were derived in very different ways.
This review examines some of their merits and limita-
tions and the strategies employed to build atomic models
of this sophisticated macromolecular machine.
Current molecular models of the BFM torque
ring
Model A
The most prominent model (Model A) in the literature
was constructed by arranging high-resolution X-ray struc-
tures of FliG to fit with biochemical and EM experiments
[23,39,40,41,42]. Although the model was first pro-
posed in 2007 [40] subunit arrangement is more or less
unchanged, but presented in the context of the recent
FliGm–FliMm crystal structure (Figure 2D) and
additional cross-linking experiments [39] to include a
molecular model for rotational switching [23,42,43].
Model A was the first to suggest that FliG is in the inner
and outer lobe of the C-ring, with the C-terminal domain
(FliGc) forming the outer lobe. The inner lobe consists of
the N-terminal two-thirds of the protein, which are mod-
eled as a single ‘unified’ globular domain referred to as
FliGnm [39] (Figure 3). To account for the symmetry
mismatch between the inner and outer lobe of density, an
interesting arrangement of 26 FliG subunits is proposed.
The 34-fold symmetry in the outer lobe is accounted for
as follows. While FliGc is in a position corresponding to
the outer lobe of density, there are only 26 subunits.
These are aligned above 34-FliM molecules, with a gap
every fourth or fifth molecule (Figure 3A). Thus, apartwww.sciencedirect.com from the gaps, intersubunit spacing of FliGc corresponds
to the distance of a 34-fold repeat. It is suggested that
gaps in the outer lobes would not be observable in 3D EM
reconstructions since these densities are invariably aver-
aged [39,41].
FliGc is oriented with its torque helix proximal to the
membrane where an interaction with the MotA stator
occurs, and its base adjacent to the wall of the C-ring
where FliM is expected to be. FliM is modeled bound to
the base of FliGc, in keeping with biochemical evidence
[39,40,44,45]. In addition, a conserved EHPQ sequence
in the middle domain of FliG (FliGm) also interacts with
FliM. A distinguishing feature of this model is that FliG
has two distinct FliM binding sites. It is proposed that all
26 FliGcs are bound to 26 FliM monomers. The remain-
ing eight FliM monomers are slanted inwards and occupy
a binding site on FliGm (Figure 3B).
This arrangement of FliG monomers roughly reflects the
architecture of the BFM as determined by 3D EM
reconstructions. But there are notable inconsistencies.
First, although the size and shape of the EM density
on the outer lobe of the C-ring complements the high-
resolution structure well, the proposed gaps should be
discernable even in averaged EM density. The gaps
would result in outer lobe EM density that is roughly
two-thirds (26FliGs/34FliMs) intensity than in the rest of
the C-ring (Figure 3B). This is not the case; the outer lobe
intensity is roughly the same as the wall and the base of
the C-ring. Furthermore, the gaps are not in agreement
with the 26 equal steps per revolution [32,33]. Second,
the eight slanting FliM monomers should similarly beCurrent Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554
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Three recent models of the FliG torque ring and switch complex. The proposed subunit organization of FliF, FliG and FliM in Model A is depicted
schematically in (a) gaps in the outer periphery account for the symmetry mismatch between the inner and outer lobe of the C-ring. This results in two
different FliG/FliM/FliN arrangements that are suggested to occur in the same ring. These are shown schematically in (b) along with an expected
resulting density distribution and EM micrograph of a vertical cross-section of a WT BFM C-ring. The approximate position of an exposed hydrophobic
patch is labeled in red. (c) Schematic representation of the switch mechanism proposed by Model B. Switching involves the relative rotation of FliM
subunits, which are bound to FliGc and subsequently result in a reorientation of the torque generating charges on FliG. a and c are modified from Paul
et al. PNAS [23] and the EM micrograph (b) is reproduced from Thomas et al., 2006 [1].Model B was constructed primarily based on high-resolution
X-ray data. (d) An exploded view of the A. aeolicus full-length FliG crystal packing that highlights the orientation of adjacent FliGunits. These are
connected by a two-residue Glu-Ala loop that should allow adjacent FliG units to swivel relative to each other. By aligning the N-terminal domains in
accordance with the expected position of FliF the relative arrangement of FliG subunits is almost fully defined (e). (f and g) are resulting FliG rings in
CW and CCW rotational states. Charged residues involved in torque generation are highlighted in red (negative) and blue (positive) spheres
respectively. Movement of the long helix (helixMC) that mediates the transition between these two states is shown between the rings. The CW ring in
(f) is shown partially docked into 3D EM density from a CW-locked C-ring (EMDB accession code 1887). In (g) a partial FliM ring is shown that was created
by superimposing the FliGm domain of the FliGm–FliMm crystal structure onto the CCW ring. Residues pairs that were independently shown
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554 www.sciencedirect.com
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Models of the FliG torque ring compared with electron micrographs of WT (top) and BFMs containing a FliF–FliG fusion deletion mutant from
Salmonella (bottom). The micrographs are displayed alone (a) and overlayed with Model A (b) and Model B (c), which is similar to model C. Domains in
(b) are represented by ovals corresponding to the correct size of FliGc in red, FliGm and FliGn, which form a unified FliGnm domain in green and blue
respectively and FliMm in black. In Model A, the FliF–FliG fusion deletion mutant is suggested to result in FliGm moving into the MS-ring where
additional density is observed. (c) Overlay of the CW-state of Model B. In the FliF–FliG fusion deletion micrograph, the first 94 residues of FliG are
deleted from the model to correspond to the missing residues in the fusion deletion mutant. These missing residues correlate well with the missing
electron density.seen in averaged EM densities. Rather than producing an
equally distributed intensity in the vertical wall of the C-
ring, FliM density should be distributed in a triangular
shape where the intensity at the vertices would be sig-
nificantly different, but EM data show no evidence of this
(Figure 3B). Finally, EM micrographs of a FliF–FliG
fusion deletion mutant where the C-terminal 56 residues
of FliF and the N-terminal 94 residues from FliG are
genetically deleted are not well explained by this model.
The inner lobe is suggested to contain a unified FliGnm
domain. But deletion of what should be half of this
putative domain causes the entire lobe to disappear. In
addition, the C-ring shifts significantly towards the MS-
ring [46] (Figure 4A). It is proposed that FliGm integrates
into the base of the MS-ring [39] (Figure 4B). However
it is not clear from the model why either phenomenon
would occur (Figure 4).
Aspects of Model A also appear to be at odds with high-
resolution structural data. Model A assumes that FliG
contains two globular domains. Since this was proposed,( Figure 3 Legend Continued ) to crosslink in targeted cysteine mutagenesis
Finally, a schematic depiction of Model C is shown in a (h) CCW and (i) CW ro
The ARMm–ARMc superhelix is proposed to involve an intramolecular interacti
from its own subunit to bind to its neighbor, then loops back to connect with 
occur during switching. This results in a reorientation of neighboring FliG subu
depiction of Model C was adapted from Minamino et al., 2011 [22].
www.sciencedirect.com the structure of full-length FliG was elucidated, which
revealed three distinct globular domains [20]
(Figure 2A). However, rather than adapting the model,
a unified globular FliGnm domain was constructed
(Figure 3B) and the topology of the experimentally
determined structure was suggested to be an artifact
[39]. In addition, crystal structures of FliGm and FliGc
contain a conserved, sizable hydrophobic patch of 812
and 851 A˚2 respectively (calculated from the A. aeolicus
FliG structure). These are unlikely to be exposed to bulk
solvent. In Model A, it is possible that the hydrophobic
patch on FliGc is shielded by the proposed FliGc–FliM
interaction. However, the hydrophobic patch on FliGm
remains exposed even when bound to FliM [39]
(Figure 2). Thus, Model A leaves a 21 000 A˚2
(26 A˚  812 A˚) hydrophobic surface exposed to bulk sol-
vent (Figure 3B).
Model B
Another model of the FliG torque ring was constructed in
a very different way. Model B is built from restraints assays are shown as magenta and cyan spheres in both FliG and FliM.
tational state. FliG from the same polypeptide chain are colored the same.
on. FliG molecules are linked by HelixMC, which extends away from ARMm
ARMc. Movement of HelixMC into different conformations is proposed to
nits and hence provides a mechanism for cooperativity. The schematic
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554
550 Nanobiotechnologyalmost entirely defined by high-resolution X-ray struc-
tures. These restraints are two-fold.
Intra-molecular restraints
Under the assumption that globular folds and secondary
structure observed in crystal structures are correct, FliG
subunits are only allowed to move around flexible
unstructured loops. Thus, the model stays true to the
‘puzzle pieces’ defined by high-resolution structural data.
Intermolecular restraints
Based on the argument outlined in Box 1, Model B
proposes that an intermolecular FliG–FliG interactionBox 1 Biological relevance for FliG Armadillo Repeat Interaction?
Armadillo Repeat Motifs (ARM) contain ~42 amino acids and form a three-heli
functions, some of which have been well characterized in eukaryotes (see Tew
Although their overall sequence  identity is not necessarily high, ARMs are stru
spread of hydrophobic amino  acids, most commonly valine, leucine and isoleu
structures from at least 10 different proteins and without exception; these hydr
ARMs that stack together to form right-handed superhelices.  
β-catenin
PDB:1JDH
Conserved FliG
ARM superhelix
ARMc
ARMm
A.  aeolicus full-length FliG
PDB:3HJL
T.  maritima FliGm
PDB:1 LKV
SYS-1
PDB:3C2H
The FliG ARMs similarly contain a spread of conserved valine, leucine or isoleucine 
ARMm-ARMc interaction. However, the FliG ARM superhelix uniquely involves an in
is a non-specific crystallographic artifact. Indeed, a recent crosslinking experiment d
data argues against this. FliG crystal structures were derived from different species,
no other conserved intermolecular contacts. As this is unlikely to have occured by  c
ARM superhelix in an L-shaped arrangement defined by X-ray crystal structures. FliG 
domain, an ARM superhelix and the C-terminal domain.
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554 seen in all FliG crystal structures is biologically relevant.
This interaction consists of two three-helix folds known as
Armadillo Repeat Motifs [47,48] (ARM). One of these is at
the base of FliGm (ARMm) and the other at the base of
FliGc (ARMc) of an adjacent monomer (Figure 2A). The
hydrophobic surfaces on FliGm and FliGc constitute a face
of ARMm and ARMc respectively. These mediate the
ARMm–ARMc interaction and hence each ARM comple-
tely shields the other’s hydrophobic face from bulk solvent,
forming a continuous intermolecular domain consisting of a
right-handed super helix (Box 1). One implication of this is
that a functional FliG arrangement is a domain swapped,
L-shaped FliG protomer (FliGunit) that consists of acal fold. They are found in a large family of proteins with diverse
ari et al for a recent review [43] image above reproduced from [43]).
cturally well characterised and typically contain a characteristic
cine residues [42]. They have been visualized in dozens of crystal
ophobic residues mediate specific interactions between tandem
c T.  maritima FliGmC dPEV
PDB:3AJC PDB:3PL4
H.pylori FliGmc
PDB:3PKR
Plakophilin
PDB:1XM9
Importin-α
PDB:1BK5
residues, which in all five FliG crystal structures, mediate an identical 
termolecular interaction, which raises the possibility that the interaction 
id not support a biological role  for the ARMm-ARMc  interaction [39].  X-ray 
 constructs, crystallization buffers and crystallographic spacegroups with 
hance, it appears that a functional FliG protomer (FliGunit) includes the FliG 
units from all crystal structures are shown above and consist of an N-terminal 
Current Opinion in Biotechnology
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domain (Box 1). Thus, FliG protomers are covalently
linked, like beads on a string, where the only degree of
freedom is for these beads to swivel relative to each other
around a short (2-residue) unstructured loop (Figure 3D).
Ensuring that the N-terminal domains of FliG are on the
inner circumference of the torque ring where they can bind
to FliF strongly restrains this remaining degree of freedom
(Figure 3E). Thus Model B suggests that if the crystal
structures are correct, there is only one possible arrange-
ment for the FliG torque ring (Figure 3F, G).
This final restraint positions FliGn in the inner lobe of C-
ring density with helices involved in binding to FliF
pointing towards the MS ring. Like with Model A the
torque helix of FliGc is proximal to the membrane. In
contrast to Model A, FliGm is bound to the base of FliGc
forming the right-handed ARM superhelix (Box 1). Thus
both the EHPQ motif and the base of the FliGc are
pointing to the wall of the C-ring where FliM is expected
to be. Indeed, superimposing the FliGm domain from the
FliGm–FliMm structure (Figure 2D) onto the CCW FliG
model creates a FliM ring that agrees well with EM
density. Moreover, each FliM is oriented such that resi-
dues involved in FliM–FliM interactions according to
cross-linking studies are in contact (Figure 3G). Impor-
tantly, this occurs without any alteration to the CCW FliG
model. Similarly, high-resolution structural restraints
independently arrange FliG monomers in an orientation
that is in agreement with cross-linking studies performed
before its construction (Figure 3G), although a sub-
sequent cross-linking study is at odds with the ARM
superhelix (Box 1). Finally, adjacent FliG protomers
are 4.11 nm apart at their outer circumference, which
is defined by the length and position of helixMC. This is
roughly equivalent to the circumference of the C-ring
divided into 34 parts (45 nm  p/34 = 4.16 nm). Thus a
34-fold symmetry in a 45 nm ring is inherently built
into the structure.
It should be noted that a similar analyses concluded that
Model B was not consistent with EM data nor the FliGm–
FliMm crystal structure [39]. However, these were not
performed on the coordinates of model B and are invalid.
The model also explains the EM micrographs of the
FliG–FliF fusion deletion mutant well. The N-terminal
94 residues consist of the entire N-terminal domain,
which is suggested to form the inner lobe and part of
HelixNM, which connects the inner and outer lobe.
Thus, deletion of these residues would result in the
removal of the inner lobe of density and a shift of the
C-ring towards the MS-ring to adjust for the reduced
distance between FliF and FliGm (Figure 4C). Despite
its agreement with EM, the model does not offer an
explanation to the symmetry mismatch between the inner
and outer lobe. The current model would locate FliG inwww.sciencedirect.com the inner lobe, which interacts with FliF, accounting for
the 26-fold structural features of the inner lobe. However,
Model B is not in agreement with data pointing to a 26-
fold FliG stoichiometry nor the 26 equal steps per revolu-
tion [32,33].
Model C
A third model (Model C Figure 3H, I) was proposed upon
the recent elucidation of an additional FliGmc crystal
structure (FliGmc-CW), which contained a three amino
acid deletion (dPEV) that locks BFMs into CW rotation.
This model also proposes that the FliGunit is the func-
tional arrangement of FliG subunits. Thus the overall
arrangement and orientation of FliG subunits, and fit with
EM density is the same as Model B. The molecular
details of Model B and C differ in two ways. The first
is in the conformation of the long helix that connects
FliGm to FliGc (helixMC – Figure 2A). In Model B
helixMC is in close contact with FliGm in the default
CCW state, as observed in the WT crystal structure of the
full-length protein (Figure 2A). Model C proposes that
this interaction does not occur in a physiological context,
rather that helixMC is dissociated from FliGm as seen in
the crystal structures of FliGmc and FliGmc-CW. Sec-
ond, that the ARMm–ARMc interaction occurs within the
same subunit, which appears to be the case in the CW-
locked FliG crystal structure. However, an unresolved
connection between ARMm and ARMc in this crystal
structure makes this interpretation uncertain. Moreover,
these proposed differences require helixMC to extend
away from its subunit then double back to FliGc
(Figure 3H, I). This is only possible if helixMC is sub-
stantially unraveled into an extended loop, and hence is at
odds with both FliG WT crystal structures where
helixMC is fully resolved as a single straight helix.
Models for rotational switching
Model A
Model A offers the most comprehensive model of
rotational switching that extends beyond the FliG ring
to the entire switch complex and interactions with CheY-
P. Switch-mediated changes that occur to domain inter-
faces between adjacent FliN [42] and FliM [23] mol-
ecules were recently mapped with cross-linking and
binding studies. Changes in cross-linking patterns in
the presence of chemotactic stimuli indicate that FliN
moves relative to the C-terminal domain of FliM (FliMc)
and that FliMm rotates relative to its neighbor
(Figure 3C). Since in model A, FliM is bound to the base
of the FliGc, rotation of FliM should result in a corre-
sponding rotation of the FliGc. This in turn reorients
torque-generating charges and results in rotational
switching (Figure 3C). The model does not suggest
inherent cooperativity within the FliG or FliM ring.
Rather, cooperativity is proposed to arise from a spiral-
shaped FliN–FliMc ring at the base of the C-ring [23].
In addition, a two-step CheY-P binding mechanism mightCurrent Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554
552 Nanobiotechnologyalso contribute to the cooperativity. In this scheme CheY-
P initially binds non-cooperatively to an N-terminal FliM
peptide. This serves to recruit CheY-P to the switch
complex, but the switch does not occur until a sufficient
number of FliM molecules are accumulated to trigger the
switch [43].
Model B
Like its subunit arrangement, the switch mechanism in
Model B was also determined almost entirely from high-
resolution structural data. The essential details are based
on a single conformational change involving helixMC.
HelixMC is tightly bound to FliGm in the default CCW
state but this interaction is broken during a switch to CW
rotation. The conformational change was identified by
correlating the nature (CW or CCW bias) and position of
rotationally biased mutants with conformational differ-
ences between two FliG crystal structures [20,36]. The
involvement of helixMC in switching has since been
supported by limited proteolysis experiments and the
crystal structure of a CW-locked mutant [22]. Cooperative
switching occurs as follows. Movement of HelixMC in
one FliG protomer causes its adjacent FliG protomer to
rotate. However, the construction of the ring ties adjacent
FliGunits into the same orientation, with very little
deviation allowed within stereochemical restraints. Con-
sequently, rotation of one FliG protomer causes its neigh-
bor to rotate and so on (Figure 3F and G). Thus, in
contrast to Model A cooperativity is intrinsically built
into the FliG ring. Moreover, Model B can accommodate
the entire range of predicted motion of helixMC and
subsequent rotation of all FliG protomers without violat-
ing stereochemical restraints [20].
Model C
Switching in Model C also entails movement of helixMC
[22]. However, this has not been developed into a mol-
ecular model. Conceptually, since helixMC is bound to its
neighbor, cooperativity occurs via a similar mechanism to
Model B where helixMC movement in one FliG proto-
mer reorients its neighbor (Figure 3H, I).
Conclusions
Current models demonstrate that there are several
possible molecular explanations for experimental data.
This highlights the need for further characterization of
the BFM to ultimately elucidate the molecular details of
torque generation and switching. The strategies used to
build these models provide an interesting example for
modeling large molecular complexes in general from
which several lessons can be learnt.
Model A was constructed with an intuitively logical
strategy guided by all biochemical and EM experiments.
Consequently such models will explain biochemical data
well but one should keep in mind that biochemical data
are used to build these models. Hence this agreementCurrent Opinion in Biotechnology 2012, 23:545–554 should not be taken to prove that the models are necess-
arily correct since there is no independent validation.
Nonetheless, this should allow models to continually
evolve and be shaped by new data that will provide
additional structural restraints until experiment and
theory eventually converge or clash. The former occurs
when there are no other likely or possible arrangements;
the latter, when the model cannot reconcile divergent
lines of evidence. Thus in data-driven model building it is
imperative to recognize a clash and alter models accord-
ingly to evolve with the most recent experiments.
The approach employed in the construction of Model B is
perhaps less intuitive as it attempts to build a unifying
model by only using high-resolution X-ray data, thereby
ignoring most data that it should explain. One obvious
potential flaw in this approach is that X-ray structures
might not be physiologically relevant since they are deter-
mined from a crystal lattice; an argument raised by both the
authors of model A and C. However, this strategy provides
some distinct and powerful advantages. First, rather than
being data driven, the model is in a sense blind to bio-
chemical data and hence can be validated by its ability to
explain experimental observations. For example Model
B’s fit with EM density, micrographs of the FliF–FliG
fusion deletion mutant, correlation with cross-linking
experiments and predictive model of the FliM ring and
FliG–FliM contacts (Figure 3F, G and Figure 4) all con-
stitute separate independent tests. Second, since X-ray
structures provide atomic level pictures revealing not only
how proteins are folded but also the precise molecular
interactions responsible for its stability, they provide strict
stereochemical restraints and in turn very well defined
models where the key structural elements are either correct
or not. These are not subject to change in light of new data.
Rather, under the assumption that these key structural
elements are correct, models are refined through exper-
imental elucidation of any remaining degrees of freedom.
The advantage of such well-defined models is that they
make strong, experimentally falsifiable predictions that
allow them to progress beyond data that were used to
create them and thus providing tools to break new ground
in our understanding of large molecular complexes.
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